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ABSTRACT
Many steps are necessary to setup a COTSon simulation, as it requires the knowledge of many
details that slow down the learning curve of this powerful simulator. Therefore, we decided to
improve the knowledge transfer by developing the PIKE tool. PIKE is a wrapper for the COTSon
simulator. It can automate the simulation configuration and execution generating all configuration
files and scripts suitable for benchmark execution, automate the installation and simulations of a
multicore-multinode CPU model. PIKE not only saves the time but also improves the efficiency
of work, and especially for the first time users to make the design easier.
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Introduction

COTSon is a full system simulation infrastructure developed by HP Labs to model complete
computing systems ranging from multicore nodes up to clusters with complete network
simulation [EA09]. A single simulation requires the configuration of various parameters
by editing a configuration file (written in the Lua language); further configuration of some
scripts is recommended to allow more control of simulated events, for example to set any
specific option (e.g. MPI) or specify features such as the definition of a region of interest,
or even output of the simulation in a file stored in the host machine. In addition, this work
should be done for each parameter of the benchmark used. Therefore, using COTSon needs a
lot of manual work to modify the configuration file for the whole simulation procedures, not
only consume a lot of time but also cause errors and repeat working. So, to improve COTSon
interface for easier design space exploration and make the simulation higher efficiency, we
developed PIKE [pik12] to automatically configure COTSon for different application.
The design goal of PIKE is to automate the simulation configuration and execution
generating all configuration files and scripts suitable for benchmark execution. In addition, it
allows the user to use all available host cores, and enables simulation in batch mode by means
of a thread pool mechanism created according to the characteristics of the host machine.
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Figure 1: PIKE work flow
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Work Flow of PIKE

PIKE requires ruby (version >= 1.9). It uses a single configuration file to set the parameters of
the simulation. Figure 1 shows the work flow of PIKE. The configuration file is used to set:
• The list of simulations to run
• Software configuration like communication type, input file name and region of interest
• Hardware properties like cache configuration, timing model, node number and core
number
Through the single configuration file, PIKE produces simulation output and statistics
inside a specified folder named WorkingDirectory, which is the system path for benchmarks
binaries, , log file, COTSon and SimNow [SN09] path. With different configuration parameters
in one configuration file, PIKE can create the simulation threads in parallel. The directory has
the structure shown in Table 1.
PIKE can be configured to run in two different modes: silent and verbose. Silent mode
shows only the result without trace, verbose mode is a debug mode in which every single
operation performed by PIKE is traced.
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Functions Exposed to the User

PIKE currently allows the user to automate the execution of batch simulations for design space
exploration. It allows specifying custom parameters in order to explore different hardware
configurations for the target system, together with control parameters eventuallyneeded by
the benchmarks. Such parameters can be specified in the PIKE configuration file. The list of
main sections of the configuration file is reported below.
system Allows to specify a custom path for PIKE. Appropriate links to any SimNow ISO
images(the virtual hard-disk of SimNow Node) will be automatically created in the
COTSon data directory

Table 1: PIKE structure
bin
lib/pike
tools
pike.conf

pike binary , like env_ and bsd_creator
pike library, used by binary
supports like conf example, skeleton creator script, bash script binary
pike configuration base file

log Allows specifying the output directory of the log produced by the simulation, together
with the names for the output files if needed. If such names are not customized, PIKE
creates log files using an alphanumeric code as simulation‘s identifier
file Characteristics of the simulation as the BIOS-ROM file (if present) and custom Hard-Disk
image file (if any)
hardware Guest hardware configuration to be used in the benchmark, i.e. the number of
nodes, number of cores, and the size of the ram
software Software packages to be installed on the guest before running the simulation.
Supports both deb and rpm based packages
support Simulation support files
simulator Binaries to run and parameters. For each entry a different simulation will be
launched. Each run will be identified by a different alphanumeric code
options To enable or disable mpi support
cache Cache parameters and configuration
mediator Mediator configuration inside the simulation
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Example and Conclusions

In this section we show an example of PIKE configuration file to test a single node of multipbenchmarks with different cache size. The configuration file has the following parameters:
•
•
•
•

Config.image_name = debian6.img
Number of cpu = 8
Benchmark = [CJPEG, simulator_binary1]
Cache = [1M,256K]

Then PIKE will generate the configuration files for COTSon simulation files, then according the different parameters like different cache size, it will create simulation files to run the
simulations of different benchmark in parallel. Figure 2 shows the SimNow console for the
simulations.
In this work, we have presented a brief description of PIKE, a wrapper for COTSon
simulator. We use PIKE in TERAFLUX project [ea13] [Gio12] [Ter14] for both knowledge
transfer purpose and design space exploration [AP12], it improved work efficiency. What is
more, it has a significant meaning as an education tool for people to use COTSon quickly.
Future work will focus on how to make PIKE more versatile.

Figure 2: SimNow instance with 2 benchmarks with two different cache size(4 windows)
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